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NFL Player Trends, SBB’s Spotlight System, Dozens of NFL/NCAA Trends
MTI’s Newsletter Teaser Plays...
Two-Team, Six-Point Teaser Play of the Week
3-Star Seattle -4.5, Arizona pick
Supporting Teaser-Specific Trends: The Seahawks are 17-0 ATSp6
and at home and vs a non-divisional opponent and when they are
playing a team with the same record. The Cardinals are 15-0 ATSp6
and when they are playing a team with the same record.

Three-Team, Ten-Point Teaser Play of the Week
4-Star Baltimore +7, San Diego +17, NY Giants +10

Supporting Teaser-Specific Trends: The Ravens are 33-0 ATSp10
in franchise history as a favorite and when they are at home before
two-plus road games. The Chargers are 39-0 ATSp10 as a dog on
grass vs a team that had more regular season wins the previous
season. The Giants are 29-0 ATSp10 as a dog vs a divisional
opponent that had fewer regular season wins the previous season.
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Early Season Success...
portsBook Breakers feels the early season offers great value
in the NFL as bookmakers try to settle in on how teams are
going to perform this season and this year is no exception as
there are several great week one plays. Even without its full set
of systems active in week one, analyzing over two dozen key
week one systems has led SBB to a 39-26-3 record in the first
two weekends of the season the last five years. SBB’s Week One
Sunday selections will be posted at Killercappers.com Friday.

K

illersports.com FREE NFL Annual is a great resource for
SDQL-based handicapping information for the upcoming
season. Download your copy now at http://www.killersports.
com/Download/NFL/2016NFLBible.pdf.

utures have been one of the most successful bets for both
MTi and SportsBook Breakers the last several years and
they are back again in 2016.
PORTSBOOK BREAKERS NFL has released its 2016 futures
with 6 full selections loaded with in-depth analysis of
1.5-2 pages each. SBB has been crushing NFL futures, going
15-8-1 over the past four seasons. There are six full writeups
with two 4.5-STARS and four 4-STAR Selections. SBB also has
four more quick picks it likes for a total of 10 possible plays.
Get all 10 selections for only $49 in web debit value.
Ti’s Sports’ NFL FUTURES -- MTi Sports 2016 NFL
FUTURES are currently available for $50 in web debit
value. They include a 5-Star, a 4.5-Star and a 4-Star. MTi’s
NFL Futures were 3-0 last season and have a long history of
success.

MTi’s NFL Selections / Week 1
MTi’s Newsletter Side Play
4.5-Star Minnesota -2.5 over TENNESSEE - We think Mike
Zimmer is an excellent football coach. He was a defensive
coach for the Dallas Cowboys from 1994-2007. He became the
defensive coordinator for the Falcons in 2007 and then moved
to the Bengals for the 2008 season. In 2009, he was named
Assistant Coach of the year. Over the years he interviewed for
numerous head coaching jobs, but was not hired until the Viking
tabbed him in 2014. The reason he did not get a head coaching
position earlier is that he would not kowtow to the brass. If he
thought somebody was stupid, they new it.

MTi’s Newsletter Totals Play
4-Star San Diego at Kansas City UNDER 44.5 - The Chiefs
have no reason to be aggressive here. They are a big favorite
and they are at home. Alex Smith will manage the game and
try to possess the ball. San Diego is on their defensive front
seven, but they have a solid secondary. The Chiefs have an
excellent defense, a solid running game and a weak receiving
core. We expect them to be running the ball quite a bit. We
are on the UNDER.

In his first season with the Vikings, he went 7-9 and last
season, he went 11-5 and wrested the NFC North from the
Green Bay Packers.

The Chiefs are 0-12 OU when hosting a team that had at least
two fewer wins last regular season and have a regular season
win line of at least five. The SDQL text is:

Zimmer is all about discipline and hard work. His players
would go to the wall for him. A Zimmer-coached squad simply
wins the games they are supposed to win and they are supposed to win this one.

team = Chiefs and H and PRSW >= o:PRSW + 2 and date >=
20111000 and o:RSWL >= 5

In his head coaching career, Zimmer has NEVER lost to a
team that had fewer regular-season wins the previous season.
This SDQL:
team = Vikings and PRSW > o:PRSW and season >= 2014
reveals that Minnesota is 9-0 SU and 9-0 ATS in this spot
since the start of the 2014 season. They won each of their last
four in this spot by double-digits and they were the dog in two
of the four.
Beating the Vikings on opening day is a tall order for the
Titans. Fitting in nicely here is the fact that Tennessee is 0-7
ATS as a dog vs a team that had more regular season wins the
previous season.
We have faith in Zimmer and his players. Lay the small
number.

Kansas City has scored an average of only 17.1 ppg in these
dozen games.
In addition, the Chiefs are 0-7 OU as a TD-plus favorite vs a
team with the same record. This was active in week five last
season when the 1-3 Chiefs were a 9-point home favorite over
the 1-3 Bears. The final score was 18-17 with the OU line at 44.5.
In 2015, the Chiefs held the Chargers to three points in each
of their two meetings, winning 33-3 and 10-3. Kansas City
should not feel any urgency to put points on the board here.
They should feature their defense and wait for the Chargers to
make a mistake.
MTi’s FORECAST: KANSAS CITY 17 San Diego 13

MTi’s FORECAST: Minnesota 20 TENNESSEE 6

Purchase MTi’s NFL Sides, Totals, Teasers, Futures,
First Quarter and First Half Plays at:
www.killercappers.com
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SportsBook Breakers’ NFL Selections / Week 1
SBB’s Top Newsletter Side

4-STAR DALLAS over NY Giants - For years, New York had
thrived as a small dog. As a road dog of five points or less, New
York was one of the best teams in the league in spot, going 13-7
SU and 14-6 ATS between December 2007 and December 2012.
After December 2012, they’ve gone 1-6-1 ATS. This is not a team
that thrives as an underdog any longer. On the road it might be
a different story, but we’re willing to back Dak and the Cowboys
young backfield at home here.
New York struggling in the first two weeks of the season would
be nothing new here. The Giants have gotten off to very slow
starts in each of the last four years. The Giants are 0-6 ATS (-7.4
ppg) since 2012 in the first two weeks of the season if they are
not 6+ point dogs (team=Giants and week<=2 and line<6 and
season>=2012).
Dallas is expected to recover in a big way in 2016 from a wildly
disappointing 2015. After going an impressive 12-4 in the 2014
regular season, the Cowboys fell all the way to 4-12 in 2015.
In week one, teams which won no more than eight games last
season after winning at least 11 (including playoffs) the season
prior to that are 43-26-1 ATS (week=1 and tppS(W)>=11 and
tpS(W)<9).
And because that collapse was so unexpected, Dallas ended
up being the worst team against the spread in 2015, going
4-11-1 ATS. Teams that let bettors down so badly one year tend
to recover. A team in week 1 which covered in no more than
1/3rd of their games last season are 54-32-1 ATS (week=1 and
tpA(ATSW)<.34).
The biggest reason for the 2015 collapse for Dallas from a
game play point of view was turnovers. The Cowboys committed
a league-high 33 turnovers while forcing a league-low 11
turnovers. That kind of outlier turnover performance tends to
recover the next year. Teams with turnovers margins of worse
than -1.060 per game last in week one the next season are 2411-1 ATS (week=1 and tpA(TOM)>1.06).
These teams are plenty familiar with each other, and the two
yearly matchups have been high-scoring for several years. Each
of their last 14 meetings have seen at least 41 points scored,
with an average points per game of 55.8. As such is comes as
no surprise that the total in this game is the third highest of the
week at 49. Home teams in week one in games with a total of
at least 46 are 41-26-2 ATS (week=1 and H and total>=46).

SportsBook Breakers’ Newsletter
Special
4-STAR BALTIMORE over Buffalo -Tyrod Taylor had a solid first
season at the helm of the Bills, but the jury is still out as to how
good of a quarterback he is going to be going forward. And even
in his strong 2015, Taylor still had a limited skill set, he was just
able to make it work for him. The problem we see with that here
is that no one knows Taylor and his weaknesses better than his
former team with Baltimore. With plenty of time to game plan
for this matchup, we expect the Ravens to have a very strong
plan intact to exploit those weaknesses.
It is strange to say, but Buffalo was the more successful of
these teams in 2015, going 8-8. Baltimore had its worst season
since their first year in the city, going 5-11. Teams in week 1
which lost double digit games last season against a team that
did not lose double digit games are 94-63-3 ATS (week=1 and
tpS(margin<0)>=10 and opS(margin<0)<10).
And just like Dallas in the previous play, and really more so for
Baltimore, that 2015 campaign was an outlier and a big change
from the year prior. In 2014 they were their normally strong
selves, winning 11 games including a first round playoff matchup.
In week one, teams which won no more than eight games
last season after winning at least 11 (including playoffs) the
season prior to that are 43-26-1 ATS (week=1 and tppS(W)>=11
and tpS(W)<9).
For Buffalo, this is an unusual place to be playing as they are
unfamiliar having not been here since 2010. The Bills are 0-6 ats
since Dec 21, 2014 on the road and vs a non-divisional opponent.
And because of their difference in records last year, the line
has been made tight here even with Buffalo being on the road.
The Bills are 0-7 ats since Nov 25, 2012 and on the road and
when the line is within 3 of pick vs a non-divisional opponent
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS PREDICTION: BALTIMORE by 11

SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS PREDICTION: DALLAS by 8

SportsBook Breakers has proven to be one of the best handicappers
in the business and has dominated the NFL the past five seasons.
Over that time, SportsBook Breakers has gone a huge +$4117 with its
selections which ranks SBB as the #1 handicapper on industry leader
Vegasinsider.com over that time period. SportsBook Breakers picks
can be found at Killercappers.com.
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SBB’s College Football Trends to Watch (9-10)
Trends

Sports Data Query Language

Washington State is 14-0 ats since Sep 18, 2010 on the road
coming off a home game where they allowed at least 100 yards
rushing.

team=WAST and A and po:rushing yards>=100 and p:H and
date>=20100918

Oklahoma is 13-0-1 ats since Nov 14, 1998 when they are going off a loss and the line is at least 14 points lower than the
last game.

team=OKLA and line - p:line<=-14 and p:L and
date>=19981114

Western Kentucky is 13-0 ats since Nov 28, 2009 on the road
when they allowed more than four points less than expected
last game.

team=WKY and A and p:dpa<-4 and date>=20091128

Wyoming is 12-0 ats since Nov 08, 2008 on the road coming off
a game where they did not commit a turnover.

team=WYO and A and p:turnovers=0 and date>=20081108

Ball State is 12-0 ats since Sep 15, 2007 on the road coming off
a road game where they had at least 400 yards total offense.

team=BALL and A and p:passing yards + p:rushing yards>=400
and p:A and date>=20070915

Clemson is 0-16 ats since Oct 01, 2005 as a favorite of more
than a point coming off a game as a favorite where they scored
fewer than 21 points.

team=CLEM and line<-1 and p:points<21 and p:F and
date>=20051001

Auburn is 0-16 ats since Sep 20, 2008 when their last game went
under the total by at least 15 points.

team=AUB and p:ou margin<=-15 and date>=20080920

Kentucky is 0-12 ats since Sep 26, 2009 as a dog of more than a
touchdown after a game where they scored at least 28 points.

team=KTKY and line>7 and p:points>=28 and date>=20090926

Purdue is 0-12 ats since Sep 20, 2008 at home coming off a home
game where they scored more points than expected.

team=PUR and H and p:dps>0 and p:H and date>=20080920

Penn State is 0-10-1 ats since Sep 09, 2006 as a dog coming off
a win where they forced at least two turnovers.

team=PNST and D and po:turnovers>=2 and p:W and
date>=20060909

Vince Akins of SportsBook Breakers is the top NFL Handipcaper
on VegasInsider.com over the past five seasons, winning over
$4,100 for the $100 player. SportsBook Breakers picks, which
include strong player trends, can be found at Killercappers.com.
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Cajun Sports College Football System
Play ON CFB teams
coming off a loss in
which they allowed 12
or fewer first downs to
their opponent.

SDQL Text

p:L and 1 <= po:first downs <= 12

System Analysis
It is great to be back on the pages of the Killer
Sports NFL Report Weekly Newsletter. Each week
during the football season we provide a college football system that is active for the upcoming weekend
and share it with the readers of the Killer Sports NFL
Report.
Hard to believe we are already in the second week
of the college football season and it will be hard for it
to live up to what we were given in Week One. Looking
at this week’s matchups there is little chance of that
but for us we love the game so any weekend with
college football is a good weekend.
This week our research focused on defense where
a team played well on that side of the ball but still
came up short on the scoreboard. We wanted to
know what happened to these teams were they able
to rebound or did that loss foretell the future.
In the end it was a very simple set of parameters
that produced almost sixty percent winners against
the spread with a sample size of 184 games. We
queried college football teams coming off a straight
up loss in a game in which they allowed twelve or
fewer first downs to their opponent. The system has
a record of 106-73-5 ATS for 59.2 percent winners.

The qualifying team in this system this week is the
Boston College Eagles who lost to the Georgia Tech
Yellow Jackets 17 to 14 as a three-point home underdog. In that game the BC defense allowed just twelve
first downs to the Paul Johnson coached triple option
offense. The triple option offense ran the ball fortythree times for one-hundred and twenty-one yards
rushing. Their passing game was just as inept with
eight of fifteen completions for a total of one-hundred
and nineteen yards passing. The Jackets managed
just 240 yards of total offense on 4.1 yards per play.
The Boston College Eagles offense was a lot better
with fifteen first downs and one-hundred and seventysix yards rushing and passing for 352 yards of total
offense on 6.5 yards per play. Their defense played
well and the offense was able to move the ball so the
combination of these factors gives added support to
our play on Boston College in their matchup against
the Minutemen of Massachusetts this weekend.
With each of the system parameters met this
week’s Cajun Sports NCAA Football System of the
Week calls for a play ON the Boston College Eagles on
the road in Massachusetts to take on the Minutemen
Saturday afternoon. We hope you all have a great
weekend and as always good luck.

SU: 83-103-0 (-1.30, 44.6%) 		
ATS: 106-73-5 (1.99, 59.2%) avg line: 3.5
O/U: 84-94-4 (-0.09, 47.2%) avg total: 50.5

Rushes Rush Yds Passes Completions Passing Yds TrnOvrs

Team 38.6
155.8
Opp
36.9
156.1
			

29.3
30.0

16.8
17.7

197.0
219.2

1.7
2.0

Q1
4.9
6.0

Q2
7.5
7.7

Q3
6.0
5.7

Q4
5.8
6.0

Final
24.7
26.0

Cajun Sports NCAA selections are available each
week at Killercappers.com.
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SportsBook Breakers’ NCAA Spotlight System
SportsBook Breakers has spent significant time
focused on NCAA-wide systems and has found over
100 that are winners at well over the 55% required
rate for the long-term success. This is one such
system active in week two, that SBB will feature in its
weekly handicapping.

The majority of our football systems deal with bettors
reacting too strongly to one game of action. However,
there are certain times where that one week of action
can be a very good indicator. This is one of those spots
where early in the season, the sample size of a team
matters more than last season or pre-season expectations.

PLAY AGAINST: Teams in game two of the season
which won 8+ games a season ago but lost in week Play against teams in game two of the season which
one.
won 8+ games a season ago but lost in week one. They
have gone are 137-174-3 ATS in database history in
ATS: 137-174-3 (-1.89, 44.1%) since the start
these week two contests.
of the database in 1980
This system looks at teams that were successful a
SDQL TEXT: game number=2 and p:L and tpS(W)>=8
season ago, putting up a solid winning record. However they already put themselves behind the 8-ball
with week one loss. They likely put too much pressure on themselves early in the season, knowing that
0-2 would be a truly disastrous start, and fail to meet
expectations. Adding to the theory of expectations
weighing the team down, is that this system has been
worse for teams when they were favored in week one 47-74-1 ATS.
Week one saw a good deal of tougher than normal
matchups and a slew of solid upsets. As such, this system is active 16 times in week one. Run the system at
Killersports.com to see all 16 teams and don’t be afraid
to take advantage.

Sportsbook Breakers Season long NFL
and NCAA packages are now Available
attkillercappers.com
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SportsBook Breakers’ NFL Player Trends
Trends

Sports Data Query Language

The Colts are 8-0 ATS (9.69 ppg) since December 15, 2013 as a
favorite of more than three points when Andrew Luck threw at
least two TDs against this team last meeting.

Andrew Luck:P:passing touchdowns>=2 and line<-3 and
date>=20131215

The Vikings are 0-8 ATS (-14.75 ppg) since December 2009 as a
road favorite against a team Adrian Peterson ran for at least 35
yards against last meeting.

AF and Adrian Peterson:P:rushing yards>=35 and date>=20091201

The Chargers are 0-10 OU (-11.85 ppg) since November 2013
as a dog when they lost the last time they faced this team with
Philip Rivers throwing for 230-430 yards.

430>=Philip Rivers:P:passing yards>230 and D and P:L and
date>=20131101

The Falcons are 0-9-1 OU (-7.45 ppg) since November 09, 2014
when Julio Jones had at least 80 receiving yards in his last meeting against this team on less than 25 yards per catch.

Julio Jones:P:receiving yards>=80 and Julio Jones:P:receiving
yards/Julio Jones:P:receptions<25 and date>=20141109

The Steelers are 0-7 OU (-4.79 ppg) since October 21, 2012 on the
road when Ben Roethlisberger threw at least two touchdowns
against this team as a favorite last meeting.

Ben Roethlisberger:P:passing touchdowns>=2 and A and P:F and
date>=20121021

SportsBook Breakers’ NFL Spotlight System
SportsBook Breakers has spent significant time focused
on league systems and has found over 100 that are winners at well over the 55% required rate for the long-term
success. Each week, SBB will highlight an active league
system in the Killersports.com Newsletter and they will
be prominately featured in its weekly handicapping:

In week one, Play on teams that lost double
digit games last season against teams that
did not lose double digit games.
ATS: 94-63-3 (1.92, 59.9%) since the start of
the database in 1989
SDQL TEXT: week=1 and tpS(margin<0)>=10 and
opS(margin<0)<10

Often times people look at a team’s performance in the last
season and assume that is going to just carry right over to
the next season. For some teams it does. But in general
what we see with this system is that their previous season
struggles are being overvalued by bettors.
Play on teams that lost double digit games last season when
facing a team that did not lose double digit games. They
have gone are 94-63-3 ATS (59.9%) in database history in
week one the next season.
The NFL is a league that sees far greater season-to-season
turnover among its teams than any other professional
sports league. There is nice line value assigned to these
previous losing teams as they are on average 4.7 point dogs
in week one. And after winning an average of well under
five games a season ago, they win outright in week one 42%
of the time, the equivalent of a 6.0 win team, a full-game
improvement from last season despite playing average or
better competition from the past season.
This system has done particularly well the past four seasons,
going 25-11-1 ATS.
In week one, this powerful system is active on nine teams
this week who went 6-10 or worse in 2015 - San Diego,
Cleveland, Tampa Bay, Jacksonville, Baltimore, Miami, Chicago, Tennessee and San Francisco.
2016 NFL Week 1 | 7

Pick Sixty Sports: Tips and Totals
This time of year represents change for so many people across
North America. It’s back to school for some, the days start getting
shorter and of course, football. Having worked my entire adult
life in seasonal towns, the change following Labor Day long
weekend was always notable by the dramatic fall-off in traffic.
Not just on the roads, I’m talking about the golf courses, bike
trails and restaurants. And since there was less people, it meant
less work, which meant more time to focus on handicapping.
Hopefully some of you had a chance to read the KillerSports.
com Football Annual and if not, it’s available free at the website
right now. There’s a feature on page 25 (NFL Notes: Offense and
Pass Protection) that I’ll be tracking all season and if your looking
for picks, more systems or just advice on how to get more out of
the SDQL, please don’t hesitate to contact me @PickSixtySports.
Here is a system for Week 1 that identifies a set of potential
Over/Under plays based on Wednesday’s NFL odds.
WEEK 1: INTO THE FRAY
When a team opens as a Week 1 road fav (or ‘Pick’) it sends
a clear message about the kind of off-season bookmakers think
the home side has endured. If the road team registered doubledigit wins last year, the spread makes a bit more sense but when
the visitor had six wins or less the previous year (it’s happened
15 times in DBH), we have to expect a close game between two
weaker teams.
When you lump the six-or-less and double-digit win teams
into one category there is an Over/Under trend in common
that has produced 47 winners at a 69-percent rate since 1989.
It’s “live” four times in 2016 and here’s the initial code to get a
look at the chart.
SDQL Text: week = 1 and A and (PRSW < 7 or PRSW > 10) and
line <= 0
Each of the past two years went 2-1 O/U and since 2011, this
angle is only 7-6 O/U but keep in mind some of the kind of high
scoring trends we saw in that span. Also remember how things
were starting to return to normal in 2015, as NFL players finally
adapted to stricter rules for contact.
This code shows a clear image of scoring trends in the NFL
since 1989. Note that from 2009 through 2013, average final
scores increased each season (the longest streak in database
history).

SDQL Text: tA(points + o:points @ REG) @ season,1
When we focus clearly on non-divisional matchups, the overall
record for unders improves to 74-percent and five of those
seven unders since 2011 disappear. That’s right; non-divisional
matchups in this system are riding a streak of four consecutive
winning seasons (1-5 O/U) and there have been just two losing
years since 1989 (1998 and 2011).
SDQL Text: week = 1 and A and (PRSW < 7 or PRSW > 10) and
line <= 0 and NDIV
The three non-divisional matchups to consider for an “Under”
play in Week 1 are Panthers at Broncos (O/U 41.5), Bengals at
Jets (O/U 42) and Vikings at Titans (O/U 41).
WEEK 1 NFL PICK
My posted NFL plays went 10-8-1 (56%) in this space last
season and I’ll try and pick things up on a winning note with
an Over/Under play from Cincinnati at the New York Jets. The
Bengals have a new tandem lining up on the outside with
Brandon LaFell and AJ Green but yards won’t come easy against
this tough Jets D. Also remember that Cinci has a new offensive
coordinator this year in Ken Zampese.
SDQL Text: week < 5 and H and NDIV and n:DIV and on:DIV
Each of these squads has a divisional game on-deck (Steelers,
Bills), and as you’ll see with the above code, teams in the first
month are a 58-percent bet to stay under the number. In Week
1, the past 10 years has seen 18 such outings and the net results
is 5 overs and 13 unders.
SDQL Text: week = 1 and H and NDIV and n:DIV and on:DIV
and season > 2005
It’s a lower total but keep in mind that the past two seasons,
totals of 42 or less have produced a profitable 63-percent
outcome for “Under” bettors (70-118-10 O/U). Access that game
list with (SDQL: total <= 42 and season > 2013).
For my Week 1 pick, take the Bengals and Jets UNDER 42
points.
That’s about it for this week but just remember, the NFL is
a long season. It may sound cliche but this truly is a marathon
and not a sprint. Good luck with your picks and once again, be
sure to contact me with any SDQL or football related questions.

Tips and Totals is written by Jarvis Simes, lead handicapper
at Pick Sixty Sports.
Follow @PickSixtySports or visit www.picksixtysports.com
for weekly NFL picks and Best Bets!
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2016 NFL Week 1
Time
8:30
THUR
1:00
SUN
1:00
SUN
1:00
SUN
1:00
SUN
1:00
SUN
1;00
SUN
1:00
SUN
1:00
SUN
1:00
SUN
4:05
SUN
4:25
SUN
4:25
SUN

Teams
Carolina at
Denver
Buffalo at
Baltimore
Green Bay at
Jacksonville
San Diego at
Kansas City
Oakland at
New Orleans
Chicago at
Houston
Cleveland at
Philadelphia
Minnesota at
Tennessee
Tampa Bay at
Atlanta
Cincinnati at
N.Y. Jets
Miami at
Seattle
N.Y. Giants at
Dallas
Detroit at
Indianapolis

Prev.

Next
vs SF
vs IND
vs NYJ^
@ CLE
@ MIN*
@ SD
vs JAC
@ HOU
vs ATL
@ NYG
vs PHL#
vs KC
vs BAL
@ CHI#
vs GB*
@ DET
@ ARZ
@ OAK
@ PIT
@ BUF^
@ NE
@ LA
vs NO
@ WAS
vs TEN
@ DEN

Lines

Final

Notes

8:20
New England at
vs MIA
SUN
Arizona
vs TB
7:10
Pittsburgh at
vs CIN
MON Washington
vs DAL
10:20 L.A. Rams at
vs SEA
MON San Francisco
@ CAR
#On Monday Night, *On Sunday Night, % On Saturday Night, ^On Thursday Night
Notes:
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Trends and Notes / Week 1
Note: With limited trends active in week one due to the lack of
previous game data, we are using this opportunity to show off the
ability to run teaser trends on killersports.com. Any trend with
the “p6” or “m6” designation after the ats is a two-team teaser
trend, meaning it qualifies as a winner within six points of the line
or total. “p6” is for a play on or play under teaser and “m6” is
for a play against or play over teaser.

Panthers at Broncos - The Panthers are 8-0 ats since Dec 28,
2014 when the line is within 3 of pick. The Panthers are 0-4 ats
since Dec 06, 2015 as a road favorite. The Broncos are 5-0-1
ats since Sep 17, 2015 as a dog. The Broncos are 0-6 ou since
Sep 08, 2002 at home as a dog when they are playing a team
with the same record.

Giants at Cowboys - The Cowboys are 0-7 ats since Oct 27,
2014 playing on turf vs a divisional opponent. The Giants are
27-0-2 ATSP6 (11.45 ppg) since Sep 11, 1994 as a dog vs a
divisional opponent that had fewer regular season wins the
previous season. The Giants are 9-0 ou since Sep 20, 2009 as
a dog on playing turf vs a divisional opponent. The Giants are
6-0-1 ou since Dec 08, 2013 when they are playing a team with
the same record.
Browns at Eagles - The Browns are 8-0 ou since Sep 22, 2013
as a dog and when they are playing a team with the same record.
The Eagles are 6-0 ou since Dec 08, 2013 at home when they
are playing a team with the same record.

Patriots at Cardinals - The Patriots are 7-0-1 ats since 2002
when they are a dog of more than one point in the first four
weks of the season.

Buccaneers at Falcons - The Falcons are 0-8 ats since Oct 11,
2015 as a favorite. The Falcons are 0-6 OU (-9.25 ppg) since
Dec 29, 2013 vs a team that had fewer regular season wins the
previous season.

Chargers at Chiefs - The Chargers are 6-0 ats since Oct 18,
2015 as a road dog. The Chargers are 0-15 atsm6 since Dec 22,
2013 vs a divisional opponent. The Chiefs are 0-7 ou since Sep
01, 1991 as a 7+ favorite when they are playing a team with
the same record.

Packers at Jaguars - The Jaguars are 0-6 ats since Sep 26, 2010
as a home dog when they are playing a team with the same
record. The Jaguars are 0-19-1 atsm6 since Sep 07, 2008 on a
grass field when they are playing a team with the same record.

Lions at Colts - The Colts are 0-9-1 ou since Sep 01, 1996 on
turf in the first game of the season. The Colts are 0-6 ou since
Dec 07, 2014 as a favorite vs a non-divisional opponent.

Bengals at Jets - The Bengals are 8-0 ats since Sep 13, 2015
on the road.
continued on page 11

Weeks 2-17: Results Based Trends:
The trends during week one of the NFL season at KillerSports.com is always sparse compared to subsequent
weeks. The reason is that 85% of the 25,000+ NFL handicapping situations in the database involve the result of
the game the previous week or season-long data. Here are a few samples of the kind of results-based trends that
will be included in future issues of the Killersports.com Newsletter.
The Cardinals are 13-0 ATS after a road game in which no player had double-digit rushing attempts.
The Falcons are 0-12 ATS as a home dog after a win as a favorite.
The Panthers are 11-0 ATS the week after a loss in which they outgained their opponent.
The Cowboys are 0-15 OU off a loss as a dog in which they rushed for at least 50 yards fewer than their
season-to-date average.
The Texans are 14-0 OU in franchise history off a loss in which they scored fewer than 28 points and were
turnover-free.
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Trends and Notes / Week 1 continued
Bills at Ravens - The Bills are 0-6 ats since Dec 21, 2014 and
on the road and vs a non-divisional opponent. The Ravens are
0-14 atsm6 since Oct 26, 2014 and as a favorite. The Bills are
0-6 ou since Dec 11, 2011 as a dog when they are on the road
before 2+ home games. The Ravens are 0-14 oup6 since Nov
03, 1996 and when the line is within 3 of pick and when they
are at home before 2+ road games.
Raiders at Saints - The Raiders are 5-0 ats since Sep 27, 2015
as a road dog. The Saints are 6-0 ats since Oct 02, 2005 at home
when the line is within 3 of pick and they are playing a team
with the same record. The Raiders are 0-30-1 atsm6 since Oct
10, 1993 when the line is within 3 of pick and they are playing
a team with the same record. The Saints are 5-0 ou since Nov
01, 2015 at home.
Dolphins at Seahawks - The Dolphins are 0-8 ats since Sep
30, 2013 as a dog playing on turf. The Dolphins are 0-6 ou since
Sep 09, 2007 on the road in the first game of the season.

Bears at Texans - The Bears are 8-0-2 ou since Sep 15, 1991
as a dog on a grass field with a Monday night game next. The
Texans are 0-5-1 ou since Nov 01, 2015 at home.
Vikings at Titans - The Vikings are 7-0 ats since Sep 20, 2015
as a favorite. The Titans are 0-7 ats since Nov 15, 2015 as a dog.
The Titans are 0-17 atsm6 since Nov 04, 2012 at home as a dog.
Rams at Fortyniners - The Rams are 0-9-1 ats since 1998 as
a favorite when it is first game of the season. The Fortyniners
are 10-0-1 ats since Nov 06, 1989 on grass fieldvs a divisional
opponent in Monday night games. The Rams are 0-6 ou since
Nov 18, 2007 as a road favorite. The Fortyniners are 0-8 ou
since Dec 01, 2013 and at home and vs a divisional opponent.
Steelers at Redskins - The Redskins are 5-0 ats since Sep 20,
2015 as a home dog. The Redskins are 0-15 atsm6 since Sep
14, 1998 at home on Monday night. The Redskins are 6-0 ou
since Oct 25, 2015 on a grass field vs a non-divisional opponent.

SBB’s Five NFL Trends to Watch: Week 1
Trends

Sports Data Query Language

The Vikings are 12-0 ats since Nov 03, 2013 and vs a team that
had fewer regular season wins than them the previous season.

team = Vikings and PRSW > o:PRSW and date >= 20131103

The Bengals are 9-0-1 ats since Sep 23, 2012 when they are playing a team with the same record.

team=Bengals and wins=o:wins and losses=o:losses and
date>=20120923

The Colts are 0-7 ats in their season opener if the total is under 55.

team=Colts and week=1 and total<55 and season>=2008

The Fortyniners are 0-11 ou since Dec 04, 2005 and at home
when the line is within 3 of pick and vs a divisional opponent.

team = Fortyniners and H and -3 <= line <= 3 and DIV and date
>= 20051204

The Raiders are 7-0 ou since Dec 21, 2014 as a dog vs a nondivisional opponent.

team = Raiders and D and NDIV and date >= 20141221
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KillerSports.com Trends Mart
Going Strong
The KillerSports.com Trends Mart launched of the first peer-to-peer trend market in 2015 and is going strong with
several SDQL pros. You can buy profitable trends and systems from SDQL masters and pros, several of whom use these
SDQL-based trends and systems as a key component to successful betting and handicapping.

Get started at killersports.com/trend_mart

If you would like to be alerted when any of the
trends in this newsleter are active, save them in your
personal trend file at KillerSports.com. To watch
a video that demonstrates how to save trends at
KillerSports.com, visit
https://youtu.be/EEImuQ_z1I0
or search: “How to Save SDQL trends at
KillerSports.com” on YouTube.
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